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It is well-known that Spiritualistic phenomena usually
l demand a darkened room ; sometimes they are produced in
' semi-darkness, and only where the mediumistic power is
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a problem for conjurers.
By Carl

is

Prel.

(Munich.)

(Translated- by J'.)
“ Quam multa fieri non posse, priusquam facta slnt, Judicantur.*

I.—The Facts.

very strong can they take place in full light.* Respecting
slate-writing, there is this favourable circumstance—that
the room may be as light as can be wished, since the neces! sary condemn of daryness can lie secared, hide^ndently

I • of the lightness of the room. For instance, a common
( slate may be laid upon the table, in which situation the
under side of it is in darkness ; or it may be held under the
j Hap of the table, when the top side will be in darkness ; or

I a double-folding slate may be used, bound together like a
I book, in which case (when closed) both the surfaces of the

It is well-known that public opinion in Germany is :
opposed to recognising the phenomena of Spiritualism as
genuine, but no one can deny the fact of the rapid spread
of belief in Spiritualism, even in Germany. On both
accounts a scientific inquiry into the so-called Spiritualistic
phenomena is highly necessary, in order—if it be all humbug
—that a stop should be put to a morbid epidemic ; or if it
be true, for the sake of truth itself. Such an inquiry
seems the more necessary since Spiritualism is greatly on
the increase, not only as regards the large number of its
adherents, but also as to the weight of the evidence for it—
the latter, indeed, in a two-fold manner. 1 shall scarcely
meet with contradiction when I say that the question
whether Spiritualistic phenomena are the result of trickery
is one scientists and philosophers are scarc ely the proper
persons to deride ; but, in the first place, conjurers them
selves. Now, the most skilful conjurers, such as Bosco,
Houdin, Bellachini, Hamilton, <fc., have pronounced tho
mediums with whom they have been brought in contact free!
from suspicion of imposture. On the other side, however,
the question as to the reality of the phenomena is quite!
suited to scientific men, since these latter have proved them
selves both cautious and skilful in experiments in scientific'
departments. Only to mention a few well-known names,
such as Crookes, Wallace, and Zollner, this ' cannot be1
denied, and these professors have declared their belief in the1
genuineness of the phenomena.
Now, since it is quite justifiable to challenge or invite!
conjurers to perform the phenomena themselves, and under'
the same conditions, and, since their judgment would be of:
great value, I bring before their notice, in the following[
pages, a problem for them to solve.
During my last visit to Vienna, in consequence of a kind
invitation, I had the opportunity of being present at a
series of seances given at four different houses, and in the
following pages I shall recount the results of these
seances, in which the experiments in slate-writing made by
Professor Zollner with the American medium, Slade, as
described by him in his “ Transcendental Physics,” were
repeated. I select these among the many seances I have
been present at, to describe, because the first took place in
full daylight; the second by the light of six large lamps,
distributed about the table and the room ; the third by that
of three gas burners over the table ; and only the fourth in
darkness. The medium in the three first instances was Mr.
Eglinton, from London, in tho last a private gentleman of
high education, a member of the Academy, whose name I
am not authorised to mention, and to whom I was intro
duced by a professor of Vienna.

slate will be in the dark, and it can be held at pleasure
either above or under the table, or suspended in the air.
It is only, therefore, a question, in the case of the darkened
slate, which it is out of the meduni’s power to write upon,
of receiving written answers to questions put at the
moment, and for which purpose a morsel of slate pencil is
previously placed upon or under it. It is clear that under
such circumstances, deception is simply impossible, if the
person experimenting has a sound eye. I possess two of
them, and remarkably good ones. Be it said, by-the-way,
that the hypothesis of prepared slates is simply too ludic
rous, as the following experiments will show :—
It is the easier to determine that the writing is really
direct, and not obtained indirectly through the medium,
because—
Firstly, the medium’s power of action is restrained, his
hands being on or holding the slate;
Secondly, in some cases, even this is superfluous, the
mere presence of the medium being sufficier! ;
Thirdly, the medium has no knowledge of the questions,
which may be written at a distance from him either on a
common slate or on a double one.
Under such conditions even a blind person could not be
deceived.
It is very easy,too, to ascertain whether the writing has
been done with the bit of pencil placed on or under the
slate, by previously marking it and noticing whether,
especially in the case of a lengthy communication, it is
worn down. And, lastly, the sound of the writing is to be
distinctly heard, and the vibration felt by the hand laid
upon it. The fact, however, that the medium knows
nothing whatever of the question, and, indeed, does not
want to know it, is a complete proof that • the answer is
written after the question is asked, verbally or in writing.
As a circumstance, which perhaps may not always be the
rule, occurred to me on several occasions, I just add that
the writing does not appear directed towards the medium,
but towards the inquirer, when the latter is sitting opposite
the medium.
As in every operation in the world, so in the case of
slate-writing, some force must be at the bottom of it.
Therefore the question must be asked from what source is
the mechanical power necessary to produce these writings
drawn ?
In the first place, this source is the medium ;
the
slight
convulsions
to which he is subject—
though this is not the case with every medium—prove that
power is being taken from him. But power is likewise evi
dently drawn from the circle of experimenters, whose hands,
* This only refer! to certain of the phenomena—Ed,
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laid upon the table, form a chain. At one of the seances at
which I was present, when I removed the outside finger of
my right hand and afterwards of my left from that of my
neighbour's on either side, the writing immediately ceased,
and recommenced directly I replaced my fingers, and thus
completed the chain. The same phenomenon is narrated
by Zollner “in his “ Transcendental Physics.”
This power being given for the mechanical process of
writing, another force, however, is required for the produc
tion of intelligent communications—that of intelligence.
That such is present is proved oy the sensible and suitable
answers given to the questions asked. According to my
experience, it is simply untrue that, as some persons assert,
the answers are generally silly and trifling; one of these
says “ they belong to the department of higher or lower
imbecility, especially to the latter—that is, have no mean
ing whatever.”
Now, what is the active intelligence employed ? It can
not be that of the medium, since he is unacquainted with
the question put.; besides which the answers are frequently
written in languages unknown to him. At one of the
seances at which, besides myself and the medium, a lady
and gentleman were present, Mr. Eglinton’s knowledge of
German being scarcely worth mentioning, three-fourths of
a slate were covered rapidly and audibly with German
writing, the rest containing a special message to the lady.
The wiiting in German, which was not in answer to a
question, was as follows : “ This is the real truth, which is
here manifested ; the facts speak for themselves. Is it not
the duty of everyone, with any pretension to intelligence,
to search out the hidden secrets of nature and of human
life ? To come to you in this wise must comfort aching
hearts, and lead you to the knowledge of the future life.”
When I asked, the person chosen to write a short question
on some ordinary subject on the slate, he took it into a
corner of the room, and when he had done so and brought
it back to the table, we laid our hands upon it, when imme
diately tho sound of writing was hoard, and when the slate
was uncovered we read the question and the answer to it,
which was quite correec : “ What time is it ? ” “ Twelve
minutes after three o’clock.”
It is not surprising that the answers should generally be
short, as much more power must be required than is needed
for ordinary writing and speaking, and the frequently insuf
ficient power of the medium and circle is sparely supplied
to the acting intelligence. This brevity, however, as long
as it does not interfere with the sense, can only be con
sidered in favour of the intelligence. For instance, when
I put the question as to what I should say to Eglinton’s
“ exposers ” {Enttarvern) in Munich, the answer, given in
English, was as short as it was to the point. It was, “ If
anyone considers this brevity a cause for suspicion, I can
easily give him a longer reply.”
One morning,when I was in company with Eglinton and
Baron Heilenbach, it was proposed, by slate-writing, that
we three should hold a seance without any other persons
being present.
This took place the same evening, and
Baron Heilenbach and I came to the conclusion that we
should obtain the best results if we allowed things to take
their own course, instead of, as is usual when sceptics are
present, imposing any conditions or tests. This condition
was fully justified by the result, and the, proofs of the
phenomena could not have been greater. Eglinton himself
declared afterwards that it was the best sitting he had ever
had. Our slates lay upon a table illuminated by three gas
burners ; Eglinton, whom we left completely to himself,
soom became evidently in a state of semi-consciousness,
acting instinctively and without conscious will. At first
he sat at the table, but soon stood up and began to walk up
and down, speaking in an altered voice. He next asked
Baron Heilenbach for a blank sheet of paper, and when a
packet was handed to him, taken out of a writing-case, of
rather stiff note-paper, about the size of a post-card, he took
a sheet, laid it upon the table, tend then went to a book
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case, took out a book at haz,ard, which proved to be
Zollner’s “ Transcendental Physics,” which he likewise laid
upon the table. He then tore off a corner of the sheet of
note-paper, which he put in my hand, after which he
placed the blank sheet in the book, placing likewise a
morsel of lead pencil in it, and then closed it. We then
united our six hands together above the book, Eglinton
kneeling between us on the floor, and Baron Heilenbach put
a question on a matter connected with his private affairs
and studies, which demanded a long answer. In a very few
seconds I thought I felt the vibration of the writing in one
of my hands; and when I put my ear down to the book, I
distinctly heard the muffled sound that rapid writing, under
such circumstances, would produce. Three quick raps,coming
in the same muffled manner from the book, informed us (as
usual) that we should open it, and on doing so we found,
between pages 386 and 387, the lately blank sheet of note
paper covered with thirty closely-written lines. The corner
of the paper which was torn off, with its edges sharp and
jagged, on account of the thickness of the paper, fitted
exaetty; while a later examination showed a slight im
pression of this on the top page of the book, though not
the slightest mark of the pencil. The message was written
in the English language, but was not finished, and only
partly answered the question which had been put.
Encouraged by this result, we allowed the medium to
follow his impulses, which still continued to have the char
acter of being involuntary. He now pushed the slates
lying upon the table nearer to us, and placed a blank sheet
of paper in one of them, which was a double-folding slate,
and another similar sheet between two ordinary slates, laid
one atop of the other, providing each with a point of lead
pencil, and, with obvious effort, made several magnetic
passes above the folding slate, probably because the wooden
frame in which it was bound rendered the'experiment more
difficult. We then spread our hands on both slates, and
Baron Heilenbach declared, after a few seconds, that he
could feel the writing going on inside the slates on which
his hands alone were resting. I laid my head down to the
other, and distinctly heard the writing going on within them.
I do not venture to assert that writing was positively
going on in both at the same time, but I think it quite pos
sible ; the more so as Zollner, in describing an experiment,
narrates that, with two bits of slate pencil placed on one
slate, writing was found done at the same time from right
to left, and from left to right. In the case of the present
experiment, the simultaneousness of the writing on both
sheets of paper could not be decided, because we had
no way of testing that writing was going on on both
at the same momenn; but the rapidity with which the
answer was given seems even the more wonderful if the
writing were done first on one sheet and then on the other.
Now, again, the raps were heard; we opened the slates,
and found on one sheet twenty-eight, and on the other
twenty-four closely-written lines, completing the answer
already begun on the first sheet, which had been placed
inside the book, and written in well-cliosen language, and
very intelligently. The writing was quite unlike that of
Eglinton himself, with which I afterwards compared it. On
the other hand, it exactly resembled not only the signature
of Ernest, but the handwriting on another slate, which
had been given when I was not present, in the English, Ger
man, and Greek languages.
I repeat that, by the light of three gas-burners, we were
able to watch Eglinton’s every movement closely, and that
no kind of suspicious circumstance of any sort was to be
observed. If the sceptic, however, will deny us the capacity
of sight, and assert that Eglinton was able to write
quickly, and, in some way or other, insert the sheets of paper,
even in this case it could only be the under side which was
written on, because the top side we distinctly saw to be
blank ; but when we ourselves opened the slates, the top
side was written upon ; therefore Eglinton must not only
have been clever enough to write with rapidity eighty-two
lines unseen by us, by the light of three gas-burners, in
answer to a question which had not yet been put on the
sheets of paper which had been handed to him, but he
must have been able to turifthe sheets upside down when
they were in a shut-up book and a locked slate, upon which
our hands were resting. It here really seems as though
scepticism, carried to an undus point, strongly resembles
idiocy.
(To be conti wed.)
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whole form of John King standing outside the curtains and
holding them back to allow the spectators to look into the
cabinet, where, by the light of the lamp, he saw Mr. 'Williams
reclining on the chair.” [1875.]

OF MATERIALIZATION.

PHASES

chapter of research
IN THE

OBJECTIVE PHENOMENA

By

“

OF

SPIRITUALISM.

M. A. (Oxon.)”

(Contused from

page 485.)

n . - Cnea of Materialization where the Medium is Secluded from
Observation.
4.

—Presented under some.

Special Test.

Tlie group of cases which 1 now approach is distinguished
by the presentation of tiie form under some special condi
tion of test.
For example, we Eave cases Hi whteh .he
form is manifestly not; tiie body of tiie medium, because
both are visibte at the same time; or because of tiie
great variety of forms of both sexes and many ages whteh
are seen in the course of a single seance ; or because, again,
tiie process
buHdnig up tiie figure has been watehed bv
the observers, tedng effected in tiieir very midst; or, tastiy,
because of some speeially applied tests whteh make ft
impossible tiiat the medium shouhl be pers^mtiting the form.
In dealing wifth these pieces of evklence, whteh witi
compfete the body of testimony that 1 offer in cases of form
manifestation m presence of a secluded mediunl, 1 wid first;
deal with specia1 tests hi the

(1) Presentation

of

Medium

the

and

Form

to

View

at

Same Time.

1 select cases whteh are no better in tiiemsehes tiian
many others, but; whirii are sufftetently dtestrative for my
purpose *
And firs.-, 1 quote an account! of a private- seance heM
at the house of Mis. FitzGerald, at which some, well-known

SpirftuaHste were present.

phenomena

After a

narration of femiHar

the materiaHzation of John
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King ft thus de

scribed :—

“ Tho back drawing-room doing duty for a cabinet, wo in
vited the medium to make himself comfortable upon a couch
close by the curtain separating the two rooms. ... A
bright light was seen in the back room, and John King's face
and form were seen through the partly-opened curtains. Sud
denly the tetter were drawn right back at one extremity of
the circle, and the sitters at that extremity saw standing
over tho couch and illuminating from head to foot with his
spirit-lamp the unconscious medium reclining on it, the finely
draped and majestic figure of ‘John King.' He closed the
curtain at one semi-circle, and drew back that at the other end
that all of us might distinctly see
.
.
.
the spirit and the
medium broth present at the same time. This test was repeated
several times.” [1873.]
Again, Mr. Webster (Hynes describes J a private seance
held under carefully guarded conditiont, at the Westminster
Palace Hotd, on December 16tii, IS"3, by prince Emile de
Sayn Wittgenstein, in which, in the rooms occupied by the
prince, the metHum was seen by both Mr. Gtynes and himwl^ with John Kng bending over him and holding his
temp so as to throw its hght upon the enti-anced medium.
Both obsmwrn-s te.stity to tiie completely satisfoctory nature
of what they saw.
[18?4.]
The next account^ is one of a test seance, hete at Mr.
Martheze's, Mr. Willtems the medium, at Bri^iton. Mr.
Martheze, an old and experienced SpirituaHst, states :—
“.John Kng came out- witii tes temp; he came over tiie
tab1e to
and floated up to the ceiling. He pteced the Hght
in each of our hands.
He requested me to walk into the back
room to see Mr. AVilHams hi hte chinr.
1 <Hd .so, and John King
moved hte Hght over Wdliams's form and face, s° that 1 saw hte
fentures clearly. Mr. Heaton saw his features too. ” In a mite
the Editor says: “Mr. Heaton informs us that he saw the

Anotiier case where tiie view of medium and psychic
form seems to have been very distinct is recorded by Mr.
G. H. pottsA He was invited by John King to enter tiie
cabinet for the purpose of seeing Mm and Ms medium
together. He states tiiat he stood by the side of John
King, “ his form and features distinctiy visible by the Hght
of the temp tiiat he held/’ and tiiat he ateo saw clearly the
recumbent figure of WiHiams in a corner of the cabinet
[1877.]
Respecting anotiier medium, Mr. Eg1illton, Captain
James pvesf a piece o^ testimony which is good in ftse^
tiiough ft has in recent days bcen transcended by more re
markable manifestations equaHy weft attested. 1 do not
attempt to give any idea of the wealth of evidence tiiat is
now pubhc properly respecting M,r. Eglmton's remarkaMe
power as a p^-ctec, because a connected narrative of his
Hfe as a m^^dium is now being prepared, and wiR be in tiie,
hands of the puWic before the present records can be com
plete. 1 may, however, remind my readers tiiat many
attested records are to be found in the columns of “Light,”
and refer tiiem for more elaborate details to the vohime
which as 1 write, is announced as m preparation. J
Captain James's narratiye, a typical one amongst many,
retetos to a stance held at Mrs. Woodforde's, on January
27th, 1876.
“ The cabinet was a recess with a curtain suspended in front.
The light was good. An old man appeared with furrow cd face
and whito beard and hair, and clad in white drapery. . . .
This figure, ‘White Warrior,’ who formerly came with Bastian,
frequently appeared at the same time with the medium in fu
light. There could be no possible mistake about this, for we
repeatedly saw the two figures side by side.” During a por
tion of this duplicate manifestation Mr. Eglinton was quite
conscious.

(To be continued.)
The Berne Spiritc translates in its September number the
investigation in the Court of Criminal Correction at
St. Louis.as published in the Daily Globe Democrat, of Mr. and
Mrs. Miller, mediums, on the charge of “taking from Johnson
and Madden one dollar and a-half from each, to witness an
exhibition of pretended materialised spirits.”
The court was
crowded with sympathetic friends, who gave the fullest testimony
in favour of the defendants’ true mediumship.
The charge was
dismissed. The Kerue calls e.s]^»e^iial attention to some portions
of the evidence, of which the most striking was transferred to
our own columns.
Scepticism.—Speaking of the negativing effect of positive
sceptical minds on spjritual manifestations, I may say that I
have known many in whose atmosphere manifestations have been
very indifferent; or impiossible. I used to sit with a medium,
some years ago, whose stances were held in a room adjoining
a bath-house which was frequented by one of his occasional
visitors. In this gentleman's presence not a line could be
obtained. Once I had been receiving communications freely,
when the pencil which the medium was putting between two
slates, suddenly flew from liis fingers, and presently this sceptical
gentleman walked in. His approach had been perceived by the
medium's spirit-guiles, while he was many n>ds from the house,
and Hl manipulation of the pencil was arrested.—Thomas R.
judicial

Hazard.
The Western Society for Psychical Research.— We
have received a copy of the report of tho First General Meeting
of this Society, held at Chicago, June 30th. In its list of
members we find the names of physicians (the President himself
being President of the College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Chicago), lawyers, scientists, clergymen, literary men, journalists,
among whom is the editor of the Peliyio-Philoxoph icul Journal. In
the course of an excellent opening address the President said that
a soctety also founded on the lines of the London Sin^ieity for
Psychical Research, had been a year in existence at. Boston, of
which many men eminent in the different professions are
members. The Western -Society has appointed working Com
mittees on (1) Hypnotism, Clairvoyance, and Somnambulism ;
(2) Appiaafttons nd Haunted Houses ; ( 3)Physkcia Phenomena;

* Since this was written the wealth of evidence on this, as on kindred
subjects, has very largely increased. I have not, however, thought it well to
enlarge my are,a of evidence by quoting cases similar in kind to those already
adduced.
t Medium, May 30th, 1873, p. 241.
t Spiritualist, January 2nd, 1874, p. 7.
{ Spiritualist, January 15tli, 1875, p. 30.

and (4) Psychopathy, including Mind-Cure, Faith-Cure, Meiaphytical-Cure, and Magnetic Bleating.
• Spiritualist, November 2nd, 1877.
t Medium, February 111th, 1878,
| " 'Twixt Two Worlda.”
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The Society for Psychical Research and Madame Blavatsky.

i

Sin,—Several months have elapsed since the Society for ,

meeting at which

Mr. Hodgson,
promised on the
results of liis visit, to the headquarters of the ’Theosojdnca1
Society at Madias, made certain statements. He declared that,
in his opinion, Madame Blavatsky had been guilty oi per
petrating various frauds on the credulity of Theosophists and
others in India, had actually written the letters imputed to her
by the Christian College Magazine, had employed the so-called
shrine as a conjurer’s box, and had been the actual writer—
assisted by confederates—of the letters 1 have received for
several years, believing them to come from a Mahatma.
At the time, it appeared to me that the evidence Mr. Hodg
son had collected in India, as far as this was foreshadowed in
his speech, was worthless ; his method of inquiry seemed to have
been ill-judged, his unfamiiiarity with India mid Indian ways to
have led
mto many serious lnistakes, his conclusions con
cerning the phenomena at Adyar to be incompatible with facts
within my own knowledge, and his theory concerning the letters
I had received,—very few of which, compared to the whole
number, have ever been published or seen by Mr. Hodgsoin—
to be grotesquely untenable.
I felt that an answer to a great
deal that might; be brought forward could be evolved from his
own materials, and before this I should have endeavoured to
prepare such an answer but that it seemed desirable to wait for
Mi-. Hodgson’s report, so that the whole case might be dedt
with once for all.
Indeed, I understood that some private re
presentations made to Mr. Hodgson by Theosophists since the
meetings of June have been met by reference to the forthcoming
report, as containing matter which would justify conclusions
that might not have been adequately accounted for by tlie ex
planations put forward at the meeting.
But three months and a-half have elapsed since the meeting
and that report lias not yet appeared. It seems to me that the
course which the authorities of the Soccety for Psychical Research
have thus pursued is open to grave objection. A senes of charges
imputing misconduct of the blackest dye t^> Madame Blavatsky
have been made public on the assumption that they would ulti
mately be supported by testimony. If this testimony was not
ready for immediate production the announcement of Mr.
Hodgson’s conclusions ought equaHy to have been delayed. By
the arrangement adopted Madame Blavatsky’s reputation is
deeply impugned, and her friends are paralysed in regard to the
measures they would desire to take for her defence. For these
measures can only have to do with an appeal to the reason < f
persons interested in the controversy of which she is the centre.
However cruel, hasty, and unfounded are the attacks made upon
her, a defence which involves tlie recogiution of psychic phe
nomena urn never be urged with success in courts of justice,—
tribunals which are ni4; yet suffcently familiar with the occuU
side of Nature to entertain the poisnbiiity of occurrences _transcending the experience of daily life. But to deal at length
with Mr. Hodgson’s forecast of his conclusions before having
his report available for analysis would be to court the objection
that we are criticising an investigation with the results of
which we are unacquainted. To remain silent, on the other
hand, is to encourage the profoundly erroneous belief that we,
who by reason of our interest in Theosophy scrutinise tlie facts
concerning Madame Blavatsky with attention, are overwhelmed
by a conviction of her guilt.
For the moment, therefore, I can only turn to “ Light ” as
the principal organ of psychic discussion in this country, and
ask you to make public my protest against the course that has
been pursued by the Society for Psychical Research, and to
allow me. — while postponing a fuller criticism of Mr. Hodgson’s
conclusions till the much-talked-of report is issuied- • to make
a few preliminary observations.
To begin with, it ought to be generally under-stood that never
to this day has Madame Blavatsky been allowed to see the
original letters alleged to be hers, so as to offer her own sug
gestions as to the manner in which they may have been produced,
and yet Mr. Hodgson seems to have had these letters in his

a

anticipating the publication of a report then

while still at Madias and in frequent intercourse with
persons at tlie headquarters of the Theosophical Society.
I mu unable to reconcife this mcomprehensiMe neglect of wdiat
would seem to have been the first step he ought to have taken
towards getting at the truth about the letters, with his assuranco
that he conducted his inquiry with an open mind.
More than
this, it appears to me tliat until the letters are shown to Madame
BUvatek^ and until her comments on them, whatever theso
may be. are fairly taken into account and sifted, Mr. Hodgson
is not entitled even to a hearing in regard to the inferences he
may draw from tlie result of inquiries concerning tlie letters
carried on behind Madame Blavatsky’s back.
Anxious myself to sift the matter to tho bottom I applied to
the Society for Psychical Research about two months ago, for
permission to take such of the letters as have been brought to
this country to Madame Blavatsky myself, with the view of
getting her explanations about them. But my request was re
fused on tlie ground that tlie present custodians of tl^e letters
were bound to’ return them to the Christian College Magazine.
Secondly, having during the past few weeks spent consider
able time with Madame Blavatsky, and having minutely dis
cussed with her all tlie circumstances of darkest; suspicion con
cerning her, I have returned from these interviews entirely
assured in my own mind of her innocence of tlie offences im
puted to her by Mr. Hodgson. But pending tlie unfairly
delayed publication of the promised report, it would be pre
mature for me to go into details as to the grounds on which I
regard the outrageous attack that has been made u->on her as the
result of blundering all long the lin^e.
A. P. Sinnett.
possession

[It is preferable that correspondents should append their
and addresses to commumcations. In any case, however,
these must be supplied to the Editor as a guarantee of good
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To the Editor of “ Light/’
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'

“ Facts and Theories.”

To the Editor of “ Light.'’

Sib,—The position assumed by

“C.C.M.,” in last week’s
unchallenged by those who think tliat
the demand for “facts first and theories afterwards ” is sumething more than “ plausible,” and is necessary and cliaracteristic
in “ this inductive age ’ ’ ’ yet for many reasons I would rather
find myself in agreement with “C.C.M.,” as wouldalso, I believe,
most
the readers of “ Light.” His wide experience and his
erudition give to anything that lie writes an authority to which
few can pretend, and he is at all times a formidable opponent.
But the position which he tikes is a dangerous one. It is very
metaphysical, and metaphysicians wield a dangerous wea-ion—
a two-edged sword.
I grant the difficulty of getting facts accepted—and properly
interpreted—by the untrained, without giving them theories to
swallow them with ; the difference between a s^cfeidtiflc and an
una^ci^intific man here is precisely that the former is able to
admit a fact or series of facts without the accompainment of a
set of more or less flmisy hypotheses. The “ outskle public ”—
for which Psychical Researchers have suddenly developed so great
a respect—can be marfe to accept “ tentative and pr^>vi^»i»d”
hypotheses of the mwt outre kind, provided they are only
put forward sufficcently ponderously by those who happen
for the time to hold the public ear. To “give them a theory
they can understand ” on the plea that they will then “ soon find
the evidence to bo s^t;iifa^ixoIy,” seems to me to be domg
permanent evil that temporary good may come. I venture to
characterise such a process as unstcentiflc. What happens when
the bubWe Iiursts ? Tins must !>e its fate, and the tiieory-hoMer
wifi efther stick to Ms exjd<ded theory or wifi get mto a state of
mental chaos and demoralisation at seeing it blown awray with but
little more trouble sometimes than was taken to put it together. We
do not want people who will accept evidence on such immoral terms
—we ought not to care about those who are incapable of grasping
facts without such treatment as the foregoing. I should be glad,
indeed, to find, with “ CC.iM.,” that people would not acceptevidence to facts which are to them utterly unintelligible unless
ft be “personal an<l palpabfe” evidence. I am phased—by too
way—to see that “C.C.M.” falls back upon “plain experience" t^>
prove this point, a proceeding handy rn accordance with the ride
of “theories firsti facte afterwards” ; and tint- further- on he
ceukavours to siqqmrt, the Utter proposition by saying that- ft
based on “ common experience.” The truty scientific rnan n-toa
for s^ci^^in.ific evidence, which consists firstly in the observation
and tiie co-ordination of facts—of jdain and common experience
—without reference to theories ; he reqinres very (fiffen-nt
evidence to that which would satisfy “any court of justice in
the woild”—for courts of justice are easdy s^t;1ified, and he has
no “anteceifent presumption against tiie facte.” ft cannot be
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assumed that the nature and degree of the evidence usual in a
court of justice are the best- possible, ami are to he taken as
standards, any more than it. can lie assumed that the ordinary
juryman, by the mere fact of his function, is at all capable of
“ estimating human testimony at its ordinary value.”
I cannot admit that because the conditions of a phenomenon
are not known, or are known but imperfectly, and because we
may not have the power to reproduce and exhibit it at will, the
evidence of the occurrence of such a phenomenon is not scientific
evidence. Surely there are enough and to spare of phenomena
with the conditions of which we are unacquainted and of which
we cannot command the reproduction.
Is the observation,
collection, and tabulation of these not to be considered as
scientific work and as furnishing scientific evidence ?
I fail altogether to see that “ C.C.M.'s ” proposition, “ the
form of inteliigence is prior to its content,” is ait all equivalent to
“theories first, facts afterwards,” or to “ facts follow thought.”
I take the first to mean that the form of intelligence common to
humanity is capable only of the reception of certain impressions
which it regards as facts, but which may have a totally different
effect upon intelligences differently constituted. The way in
which a fact will impress me, then, depends upon the form of my
inteliigeicce, but this peculiarly of appreciation is surely not the
same thing as the making of a theory to a^roi^i^t for the fact.
If
I see the sun rise, and have never seen it before, my mind
registers the fact—I have no theory to account for the process
beforehand. My mind takes the fact in a certain way, and the
theory which I afterwards adopt may be due to the way in which
the fact lias impressed me, but the subsequent theory is no more
identical with the pet^idliu^ity of appreciation than an effect is
identical with its cause. Therefore, as it seems to me, facts do
not follow thought, but thought follows facts. On tho other
hand, if “C.C.M. ” is going to adopt the position that everything is
subjective, 1 have nothing to say. Then facts cease to exist,
there is nothing but thought, and we may spend our time in the
“ bowers of boundless bliss ” in spectating as to the reality of
our own existence.
Spiritualists have certainly not all accepted their theory as
a reacty-made one merited from the world's old tradftmn,—
although the existence and persistence of that theory through
all time as the only one capable of covering the facts observed,
is a strong support to it.
Many, I believe most, of those
who may be regarded as the best of Spiritualists, have
gained their conviction, in spite of themselves, in spite
of the bias produced by education, surroundings, and in
heritance, by the steady incidence of undeniable facta.
The rule of “theories first, facts afterwards” has not been
followed by these men any more than it has been followed by
the few truly s^i^i^i^ltific men who have appeared in the world, and
to whose work and methods we owe our present position. When
men spent their time in theorising about what ought to be,
instead of observing what was, stagnation and darkness were the
results, but the new era caine with men who, like Darwin, spent
years in patiently collecting facts before venturing on theories
—proceeding from the simple to the complex, a method which
might be recommended with advantage to the Soccety for
Psychical Research.
There are several other points in “C.C.M.’s” letter with
which I should like to deal, and upon which I should be grateful
for further explanation and development from him.
I would
merely remark, en- passant, as regards Von Hartmann, that some
of the writers in “ Light” will no doubt be able to give a good
account of him and his “ Sdi^iniific and Philosophical Categories,”
which it appears are not founded on any personal experimental
knowledge; and finally to “ C.C.M.’s” last sentence.regarding the
intrinsic merits of the Psychical Socety's theories, I would re
tort that those who are responsible for them are evidently as yet
unable to grasp the extraordinary contradictions and assumptions
to which they have committed themselves, and which have led
others as well as myself to “ slight tiler miportance” at the risk
of being informed that we have made no effort to rise
to that intellectual level which has produced “Telepathy” and
“ Unconscious Cerebration. ”
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The question of “the general credibiiity of Spiritualists as
witnesses,” which they shy at, is one which would deserve no
second thought, were it not tliat its introduction into this dis
cussion in any way whatever was singuhaly out of taste.
Spiritualists as a body know more about tiie phenomena under
notice than any other body of men. Their individual com
petence as witnesses depends on personal characteristics with
which their critics are wholly unacquainted. Certainly, “nothing
but the most general conclusions could be arrived at as to the
moral and mental characteristics of so many persons. ” But why
introduce this body of persons into the argument at al ? Shall
we, for instance, discuss the moral competency of men over 6ft.
high to observe accurately what they see from that elevation ?
Or, shall we try to arrive at some conclusion as to the effects
of obesity in persons over 14st. in weight on their captauty
for observation ?
If ft was mtended to hupty that aD Spirituahsts are not
competent observrrs, the hisuft may be aUowed te pass amkl
laughter. If it was desired to convey the impression that the
testimony of an avowed S^p’r^tu^^ist would invalidate evidence
in the eyes of certain “ outsiders,” we may laugh at the candour
and impartiality of the “outsider. ” But in any case the discussmn ’s to be deprecated. “ Outsiders ” have no monop^y of
candour and inteliigence.
October 10th, 1885.
A Spiritualist.

The Society for Psychical Research.

To the Editor of “ Light.”
Sir,—I beg to offer a few remarks on the letters o^ your
| correspondent “ W. P.,” in your issue of October 10th.
|
The spirit of factious egotism which imbues Spiritualists, in
! the opinion of your correspondent, has not been noticed by me
I up to the present time. I should have supposed it to be more
rife among those who, by their neglect of opportunities the most
favourable for investigating “so-cdled Spiritualistic phenomena,”
imply that the phenomena and the evidence of those who have
mvwtigated, are equally unworthy of attention.
Far be ft from me te underrate the value of tiie Society for
Psychical Research ; but I beg to say that an investigation of
phenomena occurring in the presence of such a medium .as Mr.
Eglinton would be worth more in every way than a record of
an apparition or a presccent dream recorded twenty years after
the occurrence.
Your correspondent states that we owe ft to tho Society tint
“ we are no longer discussing phenomena, but the causes of those
phenomena—their existence is admitted, their meaning alone is
in dispute.”
I have yet to learn that tiie ptanomena known as “ slate
writing,” and “ materialisation,” both occurring to a remarkable
degree in Mr. Eglinton’s presence, have been discussed; at any
rate no attempt at explanation has reached me. “ Tetepathy,
undoubtedly, does not cover all the ground ” is the remark of
your correspondent, and in this I cordially agree with him.—
Yours truly,
October 10th, 1885.
A Member of the S.P.R.
The W— Seances, &c.

To the Editor of “ Light.”

Sir,—Permit me
thank the members of this circle for their
frank and manty . letter with reference to Mr. Eglinton and
myself. It was only as a foil to the insuft offered to Spiritualists
on the part of one who was absent on the occasion in question,
that I felt it my duty to ask for such a statement from those
who were present. I can now rest assured that the promised re
port will be speedily forthcoming.
Ab regards the communication upon which I commented in
my “ Open Letter,” is judgment to go by defauft ? This I cannot
allow without an effort to remove the difficulty which I am in
formed my correspondent experience's in replying. I accept all
resimrusbiifty for my action in that matter ; I also maintain that

perfectly justified, under the circumstances, in departing from
is or what is not a private com
_______________________
Thymol.
munication, or how far publicity was given by its insertion in
“Light,” and I shall be quite content to stand by a letter
“ The General CneUtdllty of Spiritualists m Witnesses."
in which I explained
my reasons for so acting.
That
To the Editor of “Light.”
Sir,—The members of the W
erne are o > be sincerely letter I am quite willing he should publish, and in that
congratulated on their direct, manly, and straightforward letter. case I fail'to see any difficulty in the way of his meeting the case
Spiritualists will await from such candid and impartial observers against him. I should be extremely sorry to believe he will
thus taeftly admit the justice o^ my remarks.—Yours truly,
a report of their mvesttyations with more than ordmaiy
16, Craven-street, Strand, W.C.
John S. Farmer.
confidence.

I
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mans. A similar result, i.e., the last figure of the date on another
coin, written down secretly as before on my slate, was to indicate
the number of the line. Four words in the line having to be
transcribed, I also wrote down secretly tiieir numbew, placing
the slate, on which I had written, face downwards on the table.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
1 then asked Mr. Keulemans to select: a book haphazard
The Annual Subscription for “Light,” post free to any address
within the United Kingdom, or to places comprised within the Postal from a bookcase in the room, containing upwards of 150
Union, including all parts of Europe-, tho United States, and British
volumes. I requested him not to look at the title or in any
North America, is 10s. lOd. per annum, forwarded to our office in
wmy to seek to discover Rs cententf, or to so place
when
advance.
ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
solected, as tv reveal its nature either to Mr. Eglinton or my
Five lines and under, 3s. One inch, 4s. 6d. Column, £2 2s. Page, £4.
self. My distractions were faitiifullv Rdlowech and not until
A reduction made for a series of insertions.
Orders for Papers and Advertisements may be addressed to the the end of the experiment did eitiier of those visildy present
Editor of “Light,” 16, Craven-street, Charing Cross, S.W.
know what the book was. To mako assurance doubly sure Mr.
Cheques and Post Office Orders may be made payable to Hexry
Barnes, at the Chief Office, London. Halfpenny Postage Stamps Keulemans chose a volume without any title lettered on its
received for amounts under 10s.
back.
.
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC.
As I desired to obtain four lines of psychography in as
“Light” may also be obtained fiom E. W. Allen, 4. Ave Maria lane, many different colours I then requested Mr. Keulemans to
London, and all B<x>k»ellerr.
decide this point and to write down secretly on a slate the
names of the four colours chosen in the order in which he
[77te Editor of “ Light ” desires it to be distinctly wished them used. This was done, and the slate upon which he
understood that he can accept no responsibility as to the I had written these details placed face downwards on the table.
opinions expressed by Contributors and Correspondents. I Nmtiher Mr. Eglinton nor myself touched tMs slate until the
Free and courteous discussion is incited, but writers are end of the seance.
My next proceeding was to request Mr. Keulemans to deoide
alone responsible for the articles to which their names are
wliether the words I taad chosen sliould be counted forwards or
attached.]
brckwards, i.c., from the beginnmg of the lme or from tiie end.
This he did, electing that they should be counted from the
commencement. It should be noted :—
(1) That the title or character of the book chosen at random
was unknown to all the persons visibly present.
SATURDAY, OCTOBER ITtii, 1885.
(2) Mr. Keulemans selected tiie four colours from a numtar
lying on the table.
(3) The order in which these were to be used was known only
records of psychical phenomena.
to Mr. Keulemans.
(Continuedfrom page
(4) The numbers of the page and line chosen by chance from
[In this column will be given from time to time such accounts which 1 desired four particular words transcribed, and the num
of psychical phenomena as seem to be worthy of permanent record. bers of the particular words, were known only to myself.
Beyond the general classification indicated.no attempt at tabulation
(5) Mr. Eglinton knew nothing («) of the title or character
will at present be made ; that work will follow in due course.
In of the book ; (6) of the order of the colours ; (e) of the number
furtherance of this object wc shall be pleased to receive from our of page ; (d) of the number of the line, and (c) of the numbers
readers brief reports of phenomena subject to two conditions.
of tho particular words in that line.
(1) Thai; —a colourless statement of facts without comment is given —
(6) Not any of these details were decided upon until imme
and (2) that communications are accompanied by the names and
addresses of those concerned, not necessariiy for publication, diately preceding the- experiment.
These preliminaries completed, Mr. Eglinton took another
though we should naturally prefer to be at liberty to publish them.
slate, which was cleaned and examined by Nir. Keulemans and
Amongst the phenomena referred to may be mentioned :—
It was destitute of writing or marks on either side.
L. —Materialised Spirit Forms. myself.
A. —Mesmerism.
B. —Trance.
M. —Rappings, Knockings, and Upon the upper face of thi^s slate were placed the four crayons.
C. —Clairvoyance.
Stone Throwings.
Upon these, and completely covering them from view, was put
I).—Thought-reading.
N. —The S^iiit. Voice.
the book. So arranged, the slate was then held by Mr. EglinE. —Prescience, Provisional and
O. —Psychography.
ton’s right hand just under the edge of the table, hiB left hand
P. —Automatic Writing.
■ Coincidental Dreams.
Q. —Movement of Material Ob being all the time firmly grasped in my left, and both Mr.
F. —Apparitions.
jects without Physical Contact. Keulemans’ hands being placed in my right hand. I closely
G. —The Human “ Double.”
R. —Speaking- and Writing in
H. —Presence at a Distance.
scrutinised what took place. At no time was the slate resting
I. —Haunted Houses.
Tongues.
■ S.—Miscellaneous Phenomena. on Mr. Eglinton’s knees, nor was there any support for a slate
K.—Spirit Identity.
Friends having had experience of any of these phenomena will I on the under surface of the bible.
I then inquired of Mr. Eglinton’s invisible co-workers, pre
be doing us a service if they will report them to us, giving—
(1) The names and addresses ot the persons concerned.
sumedly present, whether the experiment was satisfactory to
(2) The circumstances under which the phenomena took place. themselves ; also whether we were likely to be successful.
Mr.
(3) A brief account of the occurrence.
Keulemans desired aloud that the reply should be written in
Letters should be addressed to the Editor of “ Light,” 16, white, that being one of the four colours then on the slate.
We
Craven-street, Chairing Cross. ]
shortly heard the sound of writing, the completion of the
message being indicated by the customary three raps with the
pencil on the slate.
CLASS O.—PSYCHOGRAPHY.
On examination we found the book and the four crayons
On Tuesdays September 211th, I88.5, at 12 a.m., I, m com
pany with Mr. J. G. Keulemans, attended at 6, Nottingham- as we had placed thorn, but on the slate under the book,
place, for the purpose of conducting experiments in psycho- written with tho white crayon that had been placed on the
graphy with Mr. W. Eglinton. The seance commenced at 12.15 slate, were the words, “ We will try.”
Another slate, with the book and crayons similarly arranged,
a.m., and terminated at 12.55 a.m.
In reference Ki an in<^uiry, Mr. Eglinton cordially agreed was returned and held in the position previously stilted. After
thrt, as far as he was concerned, we should conduct: our experi the lapse of some minutes writing was again heard, ultimately
ments in our own manner. I had not previously mentioned my followed by three tills.
On examination we found written on the top surface of the
proposed course of action to any one.
It was to obtain psychography in four different colours in slate (aid of course unctor the taolc) the words :—
in
“Enforced”
White.
(1)
a rotation unknown to the medium, the particular words to
“Ths”
in
Blue.
be chosen at random from a book unknown to H present.
(2)
“ Hero ”
in
Red.
(3)
The numlair of a page in the book from which I wished
“ Muss ”
in
Grey.
(4)
certain words in a given line to be transcribed on the slate by
psychography 1 chose in the following manner. 1 took a piece
The crayons in each ease rested at the end
of money at random from my pocket out of fourteen coins written in the respective colours.
then in my possession. The last two figures of the date I
Tho slates upon which Mr. Keulemans and mysulf hah written
wrote down on a slate, secretly tv Mr. Eglinton and Mr. Keule- the directions werc now, for the first time, turned up. The
AU Communications to bo addressed to
THE EDITOR OP “LICHT,”
16, CRAVEN STREET,
CHARING CROSS, S.W.
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order of the colours chosen and written down by Mr. Keulemans
was f°und to be—1st, wfote ; 2n<i, blue ; 3rd, red ; ;uid 4th,
grey. The number of tiie page written down by myself was the
MXty-firat, and the particular words chosen for transcription
from the fourth hne were the sixtii, the fifth, tiie first; and the
third word respectively.
On tunring to the fourth hne of the sixty-first page of the
took—which turned out:, to be Crookes' “ Researches
R ran as
follows :—
“Here I must foing this enforced vindication to a close.”
The, sixth, the fifth, the first, and the third words of which are
as written on the slate.
The experiment had been perfectly
successful.
Another experiment was then tried. Mr. Keulenians took
another slate, and drew upon h a paralletogram. This he
divided rnto two equal squares. In one he drew an owl's head,
and requested that the sketch should be copied in the blank
square. A piece of grey crayon was put on the slate, which was
held under the table in the usual way, and in a few seconds, on
being withdrawn, this had been accomplished, with the addition
of the words “I am not an artist, as you see. Good-bye ; God
bless you.” 3he stance then terminated.
16, Craven-street, Strand.
John S. Farmer.

The above account of this most successful seance is perfectly
correct.
34, Matilda-street, Bamsbury.
J. G. Keule.mans.

P.S.—Although I had requested to have the colours used in
a certain rotation, I had, at the moment Mr. Eglinton held the
slates, quite forgotten how they were to follow, except that
white was to come fir^tt.—J. G. K.
[Apropos of this truly remarkable seance it may be interest
ing and instructive to our readers if they will compare the
various theories which may be broached to explain it and its
congeners:—
1. A disembodied spirit was able to perceive, ether in the
minds or clairvoyantly upon the slates of the experimenters, the
complex method by which the particular words were to be
selected. It was able to perceive clairvoyantly the words
themselves. And it was able to use a force, derived from the
medium, whereby to write the words.
2. The complex method aforesaid was conveyed in Mo to
the unconscious mind of the medium by thought- trans
ference. The unconscious mind of the medium, ether from the
stores of latent memoiry or by clairvoyance, was able to perceive
the particular words required, and it was able by using the force
of the medium to write the words.
The difler-cncc between these two theories is so little as far
as our argument is concerned, that if one be true the other may
also be time.
3. The complex method was conveyed by thought
transference to the conscious mind of the medium. He then
with a sort of “ brine dexterity” managed to overcome all
obstacles, and to write himself the words required.
In this case, however, the direct statements of Mr. Farmer
as to the way in wfotit the slato wfth tiie book and pencds °n ft
was held beneath the table, puts altogether out of court any
theory of fraud on the part of the medium.
4. There was no tiiought-transforence and no psychography.
Mr. Farmer and Mr. Keulemans, both well-known to our
readers as men whose only crime is that they are S”lr1tualists, have deliberately concocted this account after, perhaps,
going through the mockery of an experiment.
Either 1 and 2, that is, psychography, must be true ; or 4
must be true ; and the writers of this account must be
charged with fraud.
We cannot permit tho sceptic to go
halting oft' with lame excuses to seek a via media in (3).
Let us narrow the issue, turn the tables, and bring the in
vestigators to book.]
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those of ttoir neightours. After a few minutes, faint tiiods
were heard on the table ; these soon became stronger, and
succeeded, with some difficulty in spelling out a short message
by means of the alphabet in the usual way. I say “ with some
difficulty ” because after every two or three letters were indicated
a pause occurred .as if the power to produce knocks was for the
time expended. The knocks were produced on the table, on
the floor in various parts of the room, and once on the top of .
the piano,which was immediately behind my chair, and quite out
of reach of anyone ; they were of varying emphasis, and al way
occurred in answer to questions asked in a low tone of voice.
After the message was completed, a pause, longer than
usual, occurred, during which the person through whose
mediumship the manifestations were taking place said he felt
that “ the influence ” had changed. This was confirmed, on the
question being asked, by very loud raps on the floor. The power
being now seemingly stronger, we got a piece of string, and
passed it through a sheet of note-paper near the edge; the string
was held “ taut ” by two persons aft opposite sides of the
table, and the suspended paper was placed midway between
them. In this position, in answer to a request tliat such should
be, taps were made on the paper and heard by me ; the taps
wer6 of such a nature that, to the best of my knowledge and
belief, they could not; have been caused by any ordinary move
ment of the paper or string. The number of taps on the paper
corresponded in every case with the number .asked for, thus
indicating, in this instance also, the intelligence of the operator.
I was not myself able to count the number o^ taps each time,
but; the three people nearest tiie paper agreed tint tiny always
thus corresponded. After this Ml indications of oci^i^ult power
ceased.

G.

S.

Le M. Taylor (Major).

[We think it well to publish this case as it stands ; though
we hope to obtain more evidence ourselves.
Some o^ our
readers may now be able to assist us. It is just one of those
cases which make us regret the non-existence of some practical
investigating society of Spiritualists, with resources which might
be applied to inquiries on the spot. We give first, an account,
strongly tinged as it is with the sceptical bias, from the Somerset
County Herald of May 2nd, 1885.]
REMARkABLE SPIRITUALISTIC DEMONSTRATIONS. — During
the past few days considerable excitement has been caused
among the inhabitants of King-street and the neighbourhood, by
what has been termed “a visit from an evil spirit,” with which
a family residing in that street allege they have been favoured.
They stated on Saturday last that they heard some unaccountable
noises proceeding from one of the bedrooms of their residence,
which they believed betokened the approach of the “evil one,'
and they were not slow to communicate their fears to their
neighbours, and as the rumour obtained currency, a considerable
number of persons hastened to the scene of the mysterious
occurrence. Ttoy were rnvfted by tiie victims, wto consisted of
a man, woman and a girl, to enter the house and witness the
manifestations for themselves. Many persons availed themselves
of this invitation, and the Spi^itu^lHstic. mania gradually taking
possession of them, they freely confessed to hearing peeufiar
noises, as though articles of furniture were being knocked by a
stick. The affair continued to cause an amount of animation in
the neighbourhood, and during Sunday several hundred persons
visited King-street, while Acting-Sergeant Brown and Police
constables Richardson and Bartram also proceeded to the scene of
the “ spirit's ” demonstrations. The “ spirit ” evidently did not
appreciate the interference of the protectors of the peace, for
although the manifestations w ere in full swing when they entered
the house, on Sergeant. Brown's requesting the girl who occupied
the chair to which the “spirit” was confining its attention to
vacate it and remove her boots, the noise suddenly ceased.
Doubtless had the worthy sergeant and his colleagues remained in
the house, very little more would have been heard of the Sdidtualistic manifestations, but as they quitted it the tapping was
resumed. Several of the more credulous of the neighbours seemed
CLASS M.—KNOCKINGS AND RAPPINGS.
to have entertained the opinion that the appearance of the “evil
Allow me to contribute the following short account of a one ” had been evoked by some wicked act on the part of the
girl w ho resided in the house, and they urged her to confess her
trance held on Sunday evening, September 20th, as an addi
guilt in order that the wrath of the spirit might be assuaged.
tion, under heading “M.,” to your “Records of Psychical
This, however, the girl, perhaps wisely, refrained from doing, as
Phenomena.”
by so doing the whole proceedings might have come to an end.
The manifestations which occurred were not startling in Subsequenily, it was thought that religious intervention might
character, but are, I think, worthy of notice for their distinct prove of some avail in soBing the mystery, and conscquentiy
ness and simplicity. We were sitting round the table, in a room two “ happy ” members of the local “ mission ” appeared on the
on the ground floor, below which no apartments exist. We scene, and they consented to pray for the removal of the supposed
kept a candfo tinting the wtole time, and everyone's hands evil one from the unhappy girl. Their attempted exorcism,
rested on the table, separate at first, but subsequently joined to however, proved of no avail, for on Monday the girl alleged that
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she was unable to remain seated in a chair, being violently thrown
about by invisible agencies. The woman was also said to lie
affected by the evil one, but the man has as yet escaped its
machinations. On Monday morning the girl fastened a prayer,
hook around her neck, and this for a time she stated prevented
tho spirit tormenting her. The affair continues to create considerable
excitement, a large crowd having assembled in the neighbourhood
on Monday evening, and did not disperse for a considerable time.
Various and amusing are the reasons assigned for the manifestations,
and it is indeed surprising that in this “ enlightened nineteenth
century ” there should lie found people credulous enough to
entertain such alisurd fancies, which are sure to turn out a silly
hoax.
[We learnt that tho mission referred to was the Taunton
Gospel Mission, and we obtained the name and address of one
of the members mentioned as having been present at the
knockings, which we retain private, but who is known as
“Happy Albert.” We have received from him the following
interesting letter, which throws quite a different complexion on
the affair.]
October 5th, 1885.
In reference to the King-street affair of May last, I will give
you as true an account as I can, as I found it myself. The
little mission-room I have laboured in for over two years is
about two minutes’ walk from King-street.
It was Sunday
evening, between eight and nine o’clock, when I was called
out of the meeting and asked to go and seo a young woman
who could not find peace indoors or out. I at once left the
meeting in my colleague's hands and went. Arriving at Kingstreet, to my surprise, I found about 300 people assembled. I
was pointed out the young woman surrounded by about six men
trying to hold her.
She seemed to me like one mad, in a
most pitiful condition.
I at once helped her indoors.
It was distressing to see her. The knockingB continued all the
time I was present. I was always most sceptical about these
things before.
But I must confess I really believe an evil
spirit or something I could not see harassed tho girl. If she
sat on a chair the knocking could be heard under it. I asked
her to let me sit in her chair and she sit in my place. She did
so. The knocking went to her chair. If she stood by the table,
it was just the same. Or, standing away from anything, it would
then catch hold of her. There wrere also about twelve more
present besides myself who were very much alarmed. I held a
service with them, singing. Prayer was offered by myself and
Mr. Peart. We spoke to those present about their souls' eternal
welfare. Strong men wept like children. But as soon as the
service was ended the knocking continued. I left there about
10.30. The next day the young woman was taken to her
parents’ home, about two miles from Taunton. I have heard
since that she is quite herself again.—I remain, yours truly, in
God's work,
____________________
_______
CLASS E.—PREVISION.

[October 17, 1883.
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The Mother : The Woman Clothed with the Sun.*
This volume, which mny be chosen as a well-marked siiecimen
of its class, exceeds in its pretensions all that have hitherto
appeared—and those are not few—in the same line. Such
histories of mediumship are likely to mislead those who take
them literally, and as they are so taken by many readers they
are worth examination, always supposing them to be written in
good faith. As this book showB many of the features of a true
development of mediumship, we must suppose it genuine,
although doubts may arise as to whether the source of the in
spiration is a good one ; for the aspiring lady who calls herself
“The Mother” claims to bo not only, like St. Catherine of
Sienna, or her humbler rival Joanna Southcott, the Spouse of
Christ, but a superhuman being, the Divine Mother, the
feminine half of the bi-une God. The author’s name is not
given, but the book is written by a gentleman who calls himself
“ The Recorder,” and who tells how, in the year 1877, a lady,
accompanied by two younger ones, came to his house. As he
had been reduced in circumstances and let apartments, we may
suppose the three were lodgers. He had been in the habit of
attending stances, but the spiritual gifts made known through this
lady were so far in advance of anything which had yet come to his
knowledge that he at once accepted them as being of a different
kind and far higher character. It is likely that this writer may
not have had any other opportunity of watching the develop
ment of a mediumship from its commencement, but readers who
have seen this will perceive that the case is not an uncommon
one, except inasmuch as the teaching has been misapprehended.
The automatic writing and drawing, and the sort of symbol
used to illustrate the messages are just like what most old
Spiritualists will recognise as among their earliest and simplest
experiences. They are for the most part inferior to the work of
some of our most enlightened, but least assuming mediums. But
for both drawing and writing we are referred to the Bible for
confirmation of what is well-known, that both were forms in
which revelations from the higher world were formerly made.
After these manifestations had gone on for some time under
“The Recorder’s” notice, “The Mother’s” true nature and history
were disclosed. She was bom on the 25th December, in a way
side inn at the foot of St. Michael's Mount.
Her mother was
travelling, and the infant, unprovided for and unwelcome, “ was
laid aside in a basket of straw.” The mother afterwards, on
her death-bod, solemnly declared that the child had no human
father. But “she grew up surrounded by luxury, and in tho
midst of the highest society,” &c., until having passed through
many troubles, of which one was an unhappy marriage, “ she
fell into the hands of some fiend-inspired people, by whom
she was systematically and continuously poisoned for eight whole
years I ” But she was saved by a miracle.
After this, and much more, the whole being made startling
and impressive by varieties of type, her reception of spiritual
influx (or mediumship) takes place.' We are not told how it first
showed itself, but she had attended many seances, and was not
satisfied with the result. And, like other mediums, she is assured
at the outset that her mission is one of incalculable importance,
more so than any yet given, not excepting tliat of Christ. The
following message, given March 25th, 1879, will show her pre
tensions.
“Message, 25th March, a.d. 1879.

In the summer of 1873, I resided at London, Ontario,
Canada, my house being on the Hainilton-road, near Adelaidestrcct, about ten minutes’ walk from my work. I was a carpenter
in an iron foundry. I went to bed at nine o’clock. Just before
dark I was suddenly arousod from a half-sleeping condition by
the whisper of “Fire,fire, fire.” I called to my wife to go into tho
garden, and looked all round for fire, but she could discover
nothing.
Next morning when I arrived at the workshop, I found to
“ The Mother’s Day.
my surprise a hole burnt through the roof just over where my
“ For the Holy Mother,—God, the All Holy Jehovah, is tho
tool-chest stood. And on inquiries I found that while running
the blast furnace just after 9 p.m., the night before, sparks from Father of all, but He is your Father in an especial manner, having
the “ cupilo” had set fire to the roof, being the exact time that created and evolved you out of Himself, and given you to the earth
at this juncture, for your special mission, to show forth the Glory
I had been disturbed by the whisper of “ fire” in my ears.
of the Two-in-One !! !
(Signed)
Geo. Peddle.
“ This is a mystery before which the angels veil their faces.
West End-road, High Wycombe, Bucks. Jemima Peddle.
“ On April 9th, of the year of the Lord 1879, the day of un
veiling and revelation of the Mother Queen in the spirit-world,
TRANSITION.
ancient Magi, Hindoos, and Hebrews returned to earth, accept
Corner.—On the 2nd inst., at Llanhennock, Monmouthshire, and do homage representatively to the Queen in our house, kneel
Gladys Emma, youngest daughter of Edward and Florence ing in lowly reverence and adoring love, and kissing the hem of
her garment. They will carry far tho glad tidings. The Divine
Elgie Corner, aged ton months and one week.
Mother is to be revealed to all sections of her family, in both
Dr. Slade has recovered from hiB recent illness, and is now worlds, as they can bear.
“ Similar reverent and loving homage was previously paid by
busily engaged in Boston giving stances.
Mr. Gerald Massey is now on his way to England, after the saints of the Catholic Church ; some of the chief of whom, as
St. Catherine and St. Theresa, had been privileged to be among
a most successful lecturing tour in Australia.
The first anniversaiy service to commemorate the opening of her constant attendants and companions before her unveiling to
Cavendish Rooms for Sunday lectures, took place on Sunday them and to herself.”
last at that hall, when over 200 persons were present. Mr.
- London : Field and Tuer, de. od. May be obtained of the Paychologicai
Burns, Mr. A. Duguid and others were the speakors.
Preu, 19, Craven-street, Strand.
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The following message ig delivered to “ The Queen

”

on the

same day :—
“ The mystery is now unveiled
to us tiirougdi your
obedience. —* *
“ Fire days win there come over your spirit the miglity rushes

of your Ihvine Natere, only to be reguhated by your tertmg it
How forth in the outlet provided for you by the Al1 Holy. Then
comes the Glory to be unveiled.”—* * *

jnreons, and genertily ignored by tiie Bcielltific worid. Most
of us, having this conviction, hope that the comprehension of
these facts will lead to a higher knowledge than has as yet been
attained. And one branch of this knowledge will be that of
the nature and limitations of inspiration, and the value of the
symbol in which every truth is conveyed.
Another dfrection hi wMch hiteUigence may be expected to
come witii s^nrit^ual hgty hito tiie world wih be a clearer per
ception of tiie nature and causes of hlBmity. Many of our
most enlightened recipiente of tiie Spirit have held tiiat. lunacy
is generally, if not always, accompanied by possession ; and a
careful otyervatten of tile diameter of Afferent mndiumBhips
win enaWe us to cUscover where tiie work of tiie time and h°ly
influence, known as lnBpiration, cnaBnB, and tiiat; of the tewer
Bpiri;:B, known as obsession and possessten, begins.
To tearn tins we must have, fireti a complete un<teretanding
of the functions of the brain, and their manifestation in action,
and feeling, in health. Secondly, the development of medium
ship in each case, and its characteristics with reference to the
medium’s mtovtiual character. Tteitify, toe conditteiw °f brtin,
eittyr from disease or dwproportten of party which (vre fav°urable to toe atomssten of spirite of tiie eartii-tendmg chi^.
As far as I have seen there is much rnBnmb1ancn between
some mndlunlBhips and cases of hisamty ; lndeed, they have
been known to show so many features hi common that tim p^isBeB8ion of one has more than once been made a pretext for an
imputation of the ottyr. The sympt^ims most; usually taken
hold of when it is wished to prove a m^^humistic person insane
are the seeing and talking with spirits, and the automatic writing
and drawing. But we know that these clrcumBta.nceB do not
prove a man or woman mad. persons hairing tiie tyst-Iiafaiiced
minds, and the highest and purest mora’ natures, have often the
faculty of m^^liumship te an unusual degree ; as, for exampte,
Oberlin, tty teactere of the Cevennes, and many tyrd-workteg,
pious men and women, whose wte>te hves have berni under telly
guidance. We shall find, I believe, that every variety of inspira
tion dejreitis on, and is (teterinmed by^ the ctyracter of tiie
reciptenri as mdicated by tiie lirahi. Thus, if tiie attraction
for duty and goodness is much stronger than that for selfishness
or vice m an individual, tiie cliaracter of his mediumslnp wi.h
be high and tyly^ for h witi be used by tiie good spirite who are
in syii^atity w^ty or near bp tiie receiver. Extendmg tiie
application of this idea to til mndiumBhipB we find an infinite
variety,ranging upwards to the holy saint or martyr, and down
wards tiirough a teng series of ^orfy-organise'd tymgs to tiie
sen3itive, whose pritty crunlty, or anim»lism makes tern or tyr
tim rowdy reciptent of evit enr;h-tending mfhiences. Accord
ing to the channel torough wtech h comes the message -witi he
tittyr a true and trustwortiiy one, received witii joy and tranBmitted intact oi- it witi be a fake statement of eartlify matiters,
or a vttiated versten of a spiritual message.
There BnnmB to be Bomn analogy between the poor lunatic
who fancfes hlmBelf a King or an Empnror, and tiie mechum who
is “clothed with the
But the cases are in some respects
ddferent. The madman hebeves himBelf to be a King, and
dI■nBsnB tty parti and acts according to hw idea of ty But the
aiifoitious 1ady, “ tyfore wtem Angete and Archangete tyw,” has

The Bigimtures (three asterisks) are declared to be “ the
signatures of the Heavenly Archangels. ”
Many of us I b«1ieve, know tiie silification of references
to Egypit hi npiritoti communications. We have but to fish
through any narrative of a progreBBive development of mediumtiiip to find “ The Place of Egypt in Universal (Spiriting
ffittory.’
So, some time before the first unveiling “The
Queen rectices a message from tin “Egyptian Sages of the
Mystic A1tar of the Temp1e of fSun,” in whmh she is toti that
“in the Easter dawn o^ the year was she to be unveiledunto two
or three chosen,” and “ the Angeta have announced to us the
glad tidings of The Two-in-One.’
Theso pretentions are 1ike those of many other tesjrired
pers°ns, who take the symbol for the spiritual truth, and ndstaty expressfons which apply to tiiat truth at having been used
to t^h^emselves mdivkhiaDy.
1 do not for a moment deny tiie
right of all tiie different cbtimants to be “S^iuses of Clirist.”
St. Catiierine, who was “ jiriviteged to be the Mover’s constant
attendant and companion,” had been married with, a ring long
before. But it is in the sense that toey aH share that reception
of the Spirit whitii was shown to John in the vismn of toe New
Jerusalem or the Bride. And this symbol embodies an unirersal
truth, reforring, not; to separate rndhriduaty but; to the effect;
of that out-curing of Spirit described by Christ as His second
commg, and mdicating a tegtyr condition of the race.
There are abunchmt signs of tiiis outyouring at present. fo
brings the special message needed at tiiis time, and for which
the time is ready ; namnly, tiiat throughout every degree of
hfe the mate and femate, being essmtitily one, are equal, and
having each Afferent and complementary elements are mcbspensable to each other's existence. Ttyy are out; of place now
refativefy to each otoe^ but- the coming Flvangel win rectify
the dislocation.
No wonder that, a princtyte so fraught with weighty mnuiing
and mvoh’ing such comphcated rnsu1ts, should be misunder
stood and muapilied by those who have only as yet a ghmpse of
its meaning, and who do not half recognise its reality. When
it is well understood and acknowledged, that tangled knot, the
“woman question,” will be untied, with many other social
pr^ib^ems whioh now seem to defy explanation. In the me»n.
time every kind of mistake must arise. Those to whom the
truth is spiritually entrusted (is anything given not spiritually ?)
cannot receive it in til its breadth, for they are human, and their
powers of reception and ti-ansmission are hmited. But each
one who can receive and transmit .at all, i.e., who is what is
called a medium, has his ar her pirtion of the message,* and
none can pass it on quite intact, for it must be limited, more or
less, by the human prnreontilty.
We have had many books containing announcements like
that of the one under consideration, and we shall have many
more, til varying in outward form and expression with the dis mtetatyn tty m^ning of tyr mnBBagn, and htentified tyreelf
positions and capacities of the transmitters. One of these, “The w^i the truto she has to convey. hi one Bnnsn, pertyps, the
Two-in-One,” by T. L. Harris, touches on the mystery of the d^renra is one of degree ; ted toe qun^ition of “ how much ” te
Heavenly Marriage in a different way from “The Mother.” an exct'edingly dtycult. and complicated onn, and tin pursuit, of
it would tend me fartirnr toan I coted follow. Tty Bimptest cares
“ Sympneumata, ” so far as I understand it, is based on the
tyth of mndiumBlhip and lnBanity, are often found .immig tim
truth,f and a writer, signed “ C. A. P.,” in the New Church
Imlee^eukut, goes farther into details than any of the others. mniates of .a tenntic l1Bylulll, and a dreftd stotty of tilesn lmglit.
Each writer probably has something toconvey which is wanting to help us to discover the point at which real brain disnaBn begins,
the res ; but each and til seem to think it due to their high and whether, and how far•, te te 1ccomIj1nind hi each cisi by
calling to disclaim all connection with “ so-called Spiritualwm ” mediumship o^ by possession.
And the Science of tty futurn, wtech we may hope writt deal
and Spiritualists.
If Spiritualists, as a body, had ever laid
down any conditions of belief or lion-belief to which they more witii tim niternti or iea^i, and tess with tin external or
required assent, there might be some reason for this disclaimer. phenomenal, than the Science of to-day, will find all these
As it is we are reminded of the PharS)nns, who prided them questions comphcated and default, hi toe degree tint their
selves on their belief in angels, spirits, and the resurrection of sdutions will enlighten and ennoble the race.
..
S. E. De M.
the dead, yet were fierce in their denunciation of those who
could attest the reality of . experiences which would confirm the
To CoRBHsro.viiENTs.—A number of conlmunic1tionB stand
piostibility of such facts, and make them better understood.
AH tiiat Spiritualism lmp1inB w a conviction of tiio reality over for future iBsunB. We will find a place for them at an early
of a certain class of phenomena disbelieved in by most educated date. Several replies to Hartmann have also come to hand.
Timse will be used in rotation.
* The Hebrew Prophet! called it a “ burthen.”
t Thia may be a miltake. There are many things “ hard to comprehend '
in “ Bympneumate.'

* I need not say that this understanding cannot be gained by viriiecting,
or cutting and maiming the living brain.
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WITCHCRAFT AND THE WATER-ORDEAL.

By Carl Du Prel,
Author of

“The

Philosophy of Mysticism.”

(Condensed from Dr. Rohner's Translation from the German
in the Harbinger of Light of July and August.)

I.
witctaraft;, and in the
and burning.
How came it tiiat tho most, promment men of the M^dte
Ages were under the delusion of seeing things which scientific
men of the present, ago aver could never have been ? This
problem is not solved by saying that such men were ignorant or
besotted ; nor is it solved by calling witchcraft a fungus growth
of the Romish Church for witches were in Protestant; as well as
Roman Catholic countries.
Every age looks at the objective events of tiie Receding
through its own subjective spectacles. Whatever it looks at
through them which does not square with its own scientific view
it puts aside eiteer as not, having existed at ah, or as hai'inglos
its proper original significance.
In the Middlo Ages it was believed that witch« b could not sink
in water, and to establish the charge of being one, the accused
waB subjected to the water-ordeal.
This watcr-ordeal Beems to be of Aryan origin, for in the
laws of Manu U is laM down teat those were to be beheved or
not believed who, on swearh^ sunk; or floated in water ; and
the Sankhya doctrine taught that the Yogees or Fakirs floated
in and oven walked on water.
Jamblichus, the Neo-Platonist, says that those who were
seized of the Divine Spirit were enabled to walk over burning
coals or across rivers.
pliny tells of a Wtef among tiie Scythmns that, those who had
the “evil eye” could not be drowned. He also sayB that the
Thibeans did not sink in water.
Plutarch calls the Thibeans sorcerers. He says, also, that
tho people of Pontius, reputed sorcerers, showed, in a high
degree, lightness in water.
These ancient notions about witchcraft and sorcery got con
fused together in tho minds of men in the Middle Ages ; and
then, by an easy transition, those stigmatised by tho Church as
infidels were mixed up and confounded with them, and were
subjected to the same treatment.
The ManfchivanB of Soissons were subjected, as infidels, to
the water-ordeal. It is said that their chief, Clementius, floated
like a log of wood.
The Albigenses were said to be able to walk on the water.
St. Bernard Bays the same of other sects. Their trials by tho
water-ordeal were preceded by exorcism, until, in 1215, the
Lateran Couricd decreed the ordeal without the exorcism.
The practice fell gradually into disuse until 1460, when there
was a revival of it against those charged with sorcery and witch
craft throughout Europe.
In the “ Witch Hammer ” allusion is made to a phenomenon
not mentioned before ; it is there said that some witches were
condemned to the stake, but in the sentence upon them it was
provided that if the flames took no effect upon them they were to
be drowned.
So it went on for centuries. In England during the Long
Parliament, one Hopkins travelled, through the country as
Inquisitor, employing the water-ordeal.
He caused sixty
persons to be hanged in one year. It is on record that during
that Parliament there were three thousand executions for witch
craft. Hopkins himself was at last taken in hand by some
influential person and subjected to the ordeal; not sinking, he
was hung.
It is also related that many, in order to clear themselves
from the suspicion of sorcery, went before magistrates demand
ing to bo put through the ordeal, and that some of them did not
Bink in spite of their efforts to do bo.
Trials by water-ordeal did not cease in England until 1776.
In presence of such records of this phenomenon, presented
by certain individuals, in all times and in various parts, of
floating in water, one cannot, evade the conviction that there
must be in them a substratum of truth.
Turning to ecclesiastical records, wo find that the property
of floating in water was attributed to those said by the Church
to be “possessed.” In the Ada Sanctorum it is recorded that
a woman “ poBseeBBed of a devii ” was taken to the tomb of St.
Nations ‘beheve:!

for

centuries

in

rationality of treating it by drowning
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Usmar and put mto a tub of holy wate^ and teat; when tlm
exorcism was pronounced her body was forced out of the tub in
spite of the most forcible resistance by the priests.
But tee ecclesiastical view of tee subject; becomes complicated
when the notion of sanctity is mixed up with the phenomenon,
as it is in the records, by St. Matthew, of Jesus Christ and St.
Peter walking on the water.
St. Gregory writes teat Maurus, “going into tee river at
command of his religious superior, to rescue a drowning boy,
did not Bink in the water, and brought the boy in safety to the
bank.” It would Beeni that ho had been taken with a sudden
trance, for St. Gregory- adds, “ When Maurus recovered him
self ho was terrified at what ho found he had done.”
It is clear that our predecessors regarded the phenomenon of
not sinking in wsitar as a fact; and it is a fact which cannot be
explained away by modern materialistic methods.
In the wator-ordeal the subjects were thrown into the water
with their arms crossed and hands and feet bound together,
men on either side holding the ends of a rope fastened round the
subject, to pull them out Bhould they sink. Three trials were
thus made ; those who sank at each were set; free aB innocent,
whde those who floated were held to be guilty according to Box,
of witchcraft or of Borcery.

Somnambulism.—A case is reported from Tramore, Co.
Waterford. A young tourist engaged a room at a small hotel
near tho railway station, and retired. At three o'clock tho same
night stragglers saw a man in liis night-dress drop from the ill
of a window four or five yards to the ground. The fall did not
seem to affect him. He walked into the town, when, returning
to ordinary consciouBneBB, he found himself near the police
barracks, and there, upon his report, was furnished with refresh
ment and some clothing and then taken to his hotel, where the
officer found he had good luggage and valuables.—Newcastle

Daily Chronicle.

Mrs. Cora L. V. Richmond’s Closing Meeting at the
Assembly Room, Kensington.—Next Sunday evening will be
the last opportunity the friends of Mrs. Richmond will have of
seeing her and her husband and bidding them “Good-bye,” as
they leave London on Monday to take the steamer on Tuesday,
October 20th. The guides of Mrs. Richmond will then say a
few words suitable to the closing of the discourses for the present
season. The guides of Mrs. Richmond and their medium desire
to thank the friends in the provinces and suburban towns of
London for invitations to deliver addresses, which could not be
accepted owing to engagements and limited time. Mrs. Rich
mond's work during'the summer just past has been arduous.
There have been about forty-five public and thirty private
meetings and receptions, besides other labours, in a little over
five months.
Churchyards in Scotland, though attached to the churches,
are not consecrated ; they belong to the nation, and in them
any burial may be made, wite or witliout ntes. Religious cere
monies at interments are unusual, except among Roman
Catholics and Protestant Episcopalians, and neither of these are
very numerous. There are no rector's fees and no rector's
interference with respect to times and breakings of the ground.
There is something to be paid ; but it is a moderate charge for
the grave digging, ten shillings or a little more. A religious
disturbance in a graveyard was never heard of in Scotland till
recently, when an old lady had a grave opened in one near
Glasgow, in which to bury a favourite ca ; but; a crowd made an
irruption with the cry that it was a shame to bury a cat like a
Christian. The coffin was smashed, and the services of the
police had to be requisitioned to disperse the excited people.
They thought that in the matter of freedom of burial, a line
ought to be drawn at animals.—Echo.
Is There a Sixth Sense I—A writer in the Toronto
Mail narrates a remarkable instance of the appearance of tho
spiirit immediately after dissdution.
He says: “I have read
with the greatest interest your articles on the sixth sense ques
tion, espe^iaiy the last one in which you explain the Indian
theory of apparitions.
I frankly avow that I am more than half
inclined to accept R as tee true solution of many mysteries.
Some years ago—to be more particular, it was at 5 p. m. on the
evening of June 11th, 1877—I saw the figure of my brother
standing close to me, his face towards mine. He or it was
dressed in ordinary clothes. The face was Bingularly pale. He
motioned to me, smiled, and then vanished. I was in. my library
at the time. H was broad daylight, of course, and the figuro
appeared near the window. I was not asleep or dreaming, but
aB wide awalre as I am at tins moment. I at once mentioned
tho matter to my wife, to her sister, and to three neighbours,
all of whom are still alive. We noted the exact hour of the
apparition, and, allowmg for tefference in timo, it was the exact
hour of my brother's death at Carlisle, ■ England. He died very
smWenly I had not been teinkrng
Mm on the day referred
tTy nor for several days previously for on May 2°te we had
received a letter from him Btating that he was well (he was a
robust- manX and teat -o slwuld sail for Canada on Juty hd.
Will some of your scmntific readersexplam this apparition? Tho
Indian theory explains it readiiy.”
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TESTIMONY TO

PSYCHICAL PHENOMENA.

The following is a list of eminent persons who, after personal
investigation, have satisfied themselves of the reality of some of
the phenomena generally known as Psychical or Spiritualistic.
N.B.—An asterisk is prefixed, to toose who have exchanged
belief for knowledge.
Science.—The Earl of Crawford and Balcarres, F.R.S.,
President R.A.S. ; W. Crookes, Fellow and Gold Medallist of
the Royal Socleiy; C. Varley, F.R.S., C.E. ; A. R. WaHace, tho
eminent Naturallss ; W. F. Barrett, F. R. S. E., Professor of Physics
in the Royal College of Science, Dublin ; Dr. Lockhart Robertson ;
•Dr. J. EllOtteon, F.R.S., sometime President of the Royal Medi
cal and Chirurgical So:dety of London ; ’Professor de Morgan,
sometime President of the Mathematical Society of London ; ‘Dr.
Wm. Gregory, F.R.S.E., sometime Professor of Chemistry in the
University of Edinburgh; *Dr. Ashburner, ‘Mr. Rutter, tpr.
Herbert Mayo, F.R.S., &c., &c.

•Professor F. Zollner, of Leipzig, author
“Transcendental
Physics,” &c. ; Professors G. T. Fechner, Scheibner, and J. H.
Fichte, of Leipzig; Professor W. E. Weber, of Gottingen ;
Professor Hoffman, of Wurzburg ; Professor Perty, of Berne ;
Professors Wagner and Butlerof, of Peteraburg; Professors Hare
and Mapes, of U.S.A. ; Dr. Robert Friese, of Breslau ; Mons.
Camille Flammarion, Astronomer, &c., &c.
Literature.—The Earl of Dumaven ; T. A. Trollope ;
S. C. Hall ; Gerald Jhsaey ; Captain R. Burton ; ProCeisior
Cassal, LL.D.; ‘Lnd Brougham ; ‘Lodd Lytton ; ‘Lord Lynd
hurst ; ‘ Archbishop Whately ; ‘Hr. R. Chambers, F.R.S.E. ;
‘W. M. Thackeray ; *Nsssau Senior ; ‘Gooree Thompson ; WU
Howitt ;
Cox ; ‘Mss. Brownm" ; Hon. Roden Noe1,
&c., &c.
Bishop Clarke, Rhode Island, U.S.A. ; Darius Lyman
U.S.A. ; Professor W. Denton ; Professor Alex. Wilder ; Pro
fessor Hiram Corson ; ProfeiSLr George Bush ; and twenty-four
Judges and ex-Judges of the U.S. Courts; •Victor Hugo; Baron
and Baroness von Vay ; ‘ W. Lloyd Garrison, U.S.A. ; ‘Hnn.
R. Dale Owen, U.S.A. ; ‘Hom J. W. Edmonds, U.S.A. ; ‘E-s
Sargent; ‘ Biioo du Potei; ‘ Count A. de Giwpta-in ; ‘ Baron L.
de GuldenstllUUe, &c., &c.
Social Position.—H. I. H Nicholas, Duke of Leuchtenbeog;
H. S. H. the Prince of Solms ; H. S. H. Prince Albrecht of Solms ;
‘H. S. H. Prince Emile of Sayn Wittgenstein ; Hon. Alexander
Aksakof, Imperial CeuncillLI of Russia ; the Countess of Caithness
and Duchesse de Poiiar; the Hon. J. L. O’Sullivan, sometime
Minister of U.S.A, at the Court of Lisbon ; M. Favre-Clavalroz,
late Consul-General of France at Trieste ; the late Emperors of
•Russia and ‘ France ; Presidents ‘Therm and tLintl0n, &c., &c.
WHAT IS SAID OF PSYCHICAL PHENOMENA.
J. H. Fights, the German Philosopher ano Author.—
“ Nothwithttanding my age (83) and my exemption from the con
troversies of the day, I feel it my duty to bear testimony to the great
fact of Spiritualism. No one should keep silent.”

Professor oe .Morgan, President of the Mathematical
of London.—“I am perfectly convinced that I hare both seen
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and heard, in a manner which should make unbelief impossible, things
called spiritual, which cannot be taken by a rational being to be capable
of explanation by imfxisture, coincidence, or mistake. So far I Teel the
ground film under me.”
Dr. Robert Chambers.—“I have for many years hwwn that these
phenomena are leal, as distinguished from impostures; and it is not of
yesterday that I concluded they were calculated to explain much that
has been doubtful in the pat; and, when fully accepted, revolutionise
the whole frame of human opinion on many important matters,”—
Extract from a Letter to A, Russel Wallace.

Professor Hare, Emeritus Professor

of

Chemistrt

in the

University of Pennsylvania.—” Far from abating my confidence in
the inferences reflecting the agencies of the spirits of deceased mortals,
in the manifestations of which I have given an account in my work, I
have, within the last nine months” (this was written in 1858),“ had more
striking evidences of that agency than those given in the work in
question.”

Professor Challis, the Late Plumebian Professor of Astro
nomy at Cambrioge.—“I have been unable to resist the large
amount of testimony to such facts, which has coma from many inde
pendent sources, ana from a vast number of witnesses..................................
Jn short, the testimony has been so abundant and consentaneous, that
either the facts must be admitted to be such as e re reported, or the
possibility of aerifying facts by human testimony must be given up,”—
Clerical Journal, June, 1862,

Professor Gregory, F.R.S.E,—“ The essential question is this,
What are the proofs of the agency of departed spirits? Although I
cannot say that I yet feel the sure and firm conviction on this point
which I feel on some others, I am bound to say that the higher
phenomena, recorded by so many truthful and honourable men, appear
to me to render the spiritual hypothesis almost certain.................................
I believe that if I could myself see the higher phenomena alluded to I
should be satisfied, <as are all those who have had the best means of
judging of the- truth of the spiritual theory,”
Lord Brougham.—“There is but one question I would ask the
author, Is the Spiritualism of this work foreign to our materialistic,
manufacturing age ? No ; for amidst the varieties of mind which divers i
clrcuin.stances produce are found those who cultivate man’s highest
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fa-culmi'S; to these the author addresses himself. But even in the most
cloudless skies of scepticism I see a rain-cloud, if it be no bigger than
a man's hand; it is modem Spiritualism.”—Preface by Lord Brougham
to “ The Book of Nature,” Ey C. O. Groom Napier, F.C.S.
The London Dialectical Committee reported : “1, That sounds of
a very varied character, apparently proc<e?ding_from articles of furniture,
the floor and walls of the room-the vibrations accompanying which
sounds are often distinctly perceptible to the touch—occur, without being
produced by muscular action or mechanical contrivance. 2, That
movements of heavy bodies take place without mechanical contrivance
of any kind, or adequate exertion of muscular force by those present
and frequently without contact or connection with any person. 3. Tliat
these sounds and movements often occur at the time and in the manner
asked for by persons present, and, by means of a simple code of signals,
answer questions and spell out coherent communications. ”
Professor Barrett, F,R,S,E.—“I know and rejoice in the blessing
Spiritualism has been to my own faith, and to that of several dear
friends of mine. Moreover, I cordially recognise the fact that in
bereavement and deep distress numbers have been cheered and consoled
by the hope that Spiritualism has set before them. ... So far from
Materialism being true, I do not believe a single person has ever yet
lived . on this earth who has truly and heartily desired to know if an
intelligent and personal existence be possible without our present bodily
organism, and has steadily set himself to solve this supreme question with
all the help he can gain from every source,-! sav I do not believe any
such earnest seeker after truth has ever failed ’ to obtain a clear and
definite answer in the affirmative. ”
Camille Flammarion, the French Astronomer, ano Member of
the Academie Francaise.—“ I do not hesitate to affirm my conviction,
based on personal examination of the subject, that any scientific man
who declares the phenomena denolmnntee‘magnetic,'“somnambulic,’
‘mediumic,’ and others not yet explained by science to be ‘ impossible,'
is one who speaks without knowing what he is talking ab>ut; and also
any man accustomed, by his professional avocations, to scientific ob
servation—provided that his mind be not biassed by pre-conceived
opinions, nor his mental vision blinded by that opposite kind of illusion,
unhappily too common in the learned world, which consists in imagin
ing tnat the laws of Nature are already known to us, and that every
thing which appears to overstep the limit of our present formulas is
impossible-may acquire a radical and absolute certainty of tjie reality
of the facts alluded to.”
Cromwell F. Varley, F.R.S.—“Twenty-five years ago I was a
hard-headed unbeliever........................... Spiritualphenomenathhwaver,
suddenly and quite unexpectedly, were soon after developed in my
own family. . . . This led me to inquire and to try numerous
experiments in such a way as to preclude, as much as circumstances
would permit, the possibility of trickery and self-deception.” ....
He then details various phases of the phenomena which had come
within the range of his peisonal experience, and continues : “Other and
numerous phenomena have occurred, proving the existence (a) of forces
unknown to science ; (b) the power of instantly reading my thought ;
(c) the presence of some intelligence or intelligences controlling those
powers.......................... That the phenomena occur there is overwhelming
evidence, and it is too late now to deny their existence. ”
""

Alfred Russel Wallage, F.G.S.—“My position, therefore, is
that the phenomena of Spiritualism in their entirety do not require
further confirmation. They are proved, quite as well as any facts
are proved in other sciences, ana it is not denial or quibbling that
can disprove any of them, but only fresh facts and accurate deductions
from those facts. When the opponents of Spiritualism can give a record
of their researches approaching m duration and completeness to those of
its advocate ; and when they can discover and show in detail, either
how the phenomena are produced or how the many sane and able men
here referred to have been deluded into a coincident belief that they
have witnessed them ; and when they can prove the correctness of their
theory by producing a like belief in a body of equally sane and able unbelievers-then, ana not till then, will it be necessary for Spiritualists
to produce fresh confirmation of facts which are, and always have be-en,
sufficiently real and indisputable to satisfy any honest and persevering
inquirre. — A/fraces and Modern Spiritualism,
Dr. Lockhart Robertson.—” The writer” (i.e., Dr.L. Robertson)
“ can now no more doubt the physical manifestations of so-called
Spiritualism than he would any other fact, as, for example, the fall of
the apple to the ground, of which his senses informed him. Ab stated
above, there was no place or chance of any legerdemain, or fraud, in
these physical manifestations. He is aware, even from recent experi
ence, of the impossibility of convincing anyone, by a mere narrative of
events apparently bo out of harmony with all our knowledge of the laws
which govern the physical world, and he places these facts on record
rather as an act of justice due to those whose similar statements he
had elsewhere doubted and denied, than with either the desire or hope
of convincing others. Yet he cannot doubt the ultimate recognition of
facts of the truth of which he is so thoroughly convinced. Admit these
physical manifestations, and a strange and wide world of research is
opened to our inquiry. This field is new to the materialist mind of the
last two centuries, which even in the writings of divines of the English
Church, doubts and denies all spiritual manifestations and agencies, be
they good or evil.”—From a letter by Dr.Lockhart Robertson, published
in the Dialectical Society’s Report on Spiritualism, p. 24,
Nassau William Senior.—“No one can doubt that phenomena
like these (Phrenology, Homoeopathy, and Mesmerism) deserve to be
observed, recorded, and arranged ; and whether we call by the name of
mesmerism, or by any other name, the science which proposes to do
this, is a mere question of nomenclature.
Among those who profess
this science there may be careless observers, prejudiced recorders
and rash systematise™ ; their errors and defects may impede the
progress of knowledge, but they will not stop it, And we have no
doubt that, before the end of this century, the wonders which perplex
almost equally those who accept and those who reject modem mes
merism will be distributed into defined classes, and found subject to
ascertained laws-in other words, will become the subjects of a science. ”
These views will prepare us for the following statement, made in the
Spiritual Magazine, 1864, p, 336: “ We have only to add, as a further
tribute to the attainments and honours of Mr. Senior, that he was
by long inquiry and experience a firm believer in spiritual power and
manifestations, Mr. Home was his frequent guest, and Mr. Senior made
no secret of his belief among his friends. He it was who recommended
the publication of Mr. Home's recent work by Messrs. Longmans, and
he authorised the publication, unde-r initials, of one of the striking
incidents there given, which happened to a new and dear mernbe; ut
his family,”
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LIGHT.

WHAT CONJURERS SAY ABOUT PSYCHICAL
PHENOMENA.
Mediums, who are the instruments of an external agency, have, more
than once, been confronted with conjurers who deceive by sleight of
hand; and in the same manner that no man of science who has
thoroughly and fairly investigated the phenomena has failed to become
convinced of their reality, so no conjurer who has been confronted with
the same facts has been able to explain their occurrence by prestidigita
tion. Houdin, Jacobs, Bellachini, Hermann, Kellar, and others nave
already confessed their powerlessness to produce under the same conditions
what occurs without human intervention in the presence of a medium.
Testimony of Robert Houdin.
The Marauis Endes de Mirville published during the lifetime of
Houdin two letters from the latter, in his “Memoire addresse h MM.
les membres de l'Academie des Sciences Morales et Politiques, sur un
grand nombre de phthiombnes merveilleux intbressant egalement la
Religion, la Science, et les hommes du Monde," in which tne conjurer
confesses his inability to explain the phenomena he witnessed in tlie
presence of Alexis, the clairvoyant. A circumstantial account is given
of M. de Mirville’s visit to Houdin for the purpose of engaging him in
this investigation, of the latter’s confidence in nis own ability to detect
the trick, and of what took place at the seance, the conditions of which
were entirely under Houdin’s control. This account extends over
twelve pages, and its accuracy is confirmed by Houdin in the first of the
documents now translated:—
“ Although very far from accepting the eulogies which M.------- — is
good enough to bestow uprm me, and especially insisting that I am not
at all committed to opinions, either in favour of magnetism or against
it, I can, nevertheless, not refrain from declaring that the facts above
reisirted are entirely correct (sont de la plus complete exactitude), awl i
that, the more I reflect upon them, the more impossible I find it to rank
them auu»ir/ those which belong to my art and profession.
“4th May. 1847.
Robert Houitix.”
A fortnight later, M. de Mirville received another letter, in which
the following, referring to another stance, occurr:—
“I have, therefore, returned from, this seance as astonished as it is
possible to lie, and persuaded that it is utterly impossible that chance or
skill could ever produce effects so wonderful (tout rt fait impossible gue le
hasard ou I’adresse puissc jamais produire des effets aussi merveUleux).—
I am, monsieur, &c.,
“May 16th, 1847.
(Signed), Robert Houitix."
Testimony of Harry Kellar.
Harry Kellar, a distinguished professor of legerdemain, investigated
the slate-writing phenomena which occurred in the presence of Mr.
Eglinton. at Calcutta, in January, 1882, and on the 25tn of that month
he addressed a letter to the editor of the Indian Daily News, in which
he said:—
“ In your issue of the 13th January I stated that I should be glad of
an opp^n^rtu^iity of |>articl|>ating , in a stance with a view of giving an
unbiassed opinion as to whether, in my capm^ity of a professional presti
digitator, I could give a natural explanation of effects said to be pro
duced by spiritual aid.
“I am indebted to the courtesy of Mr. Eglinton, the Spiritualistic
medium now in Calcutta, and of his host, Mr. J. Meugens, for affording
me the op!>oorunity I craved.
“ It is needless to say I went as a sceptic, but I must own that I
have come away utterly unable to explain, by any natural means, the
phenomena that I witnessed on Tuesday evening. I will give a brief
description of what took place.”
After describing several successful experiments, Mr. Kellar pro
ceeds :—
“ In respect to the above manifestations, I can only say that I do not
expect my account of them to gain general credence. Forty-eight hours
nefore I should not have believed anyone who described such manifesta
tions under similar circumstances. , I still remain a sceptic as regards
Spiritualism, but I repeat my inability to explain or account for what
must have been an intelligent force that produced, the writing on the
slate, which, if my senses are to be relied on, was in no way the result
of trickery or sleight of hand."
On the 30th of the same month Mr. Kellar addressed another letter to
the Indian Daily News, reporting some experiences of another kind with
Mr. Eglinton, and regarding which he said :—
“In conclusion, let me state that after a most stringent trial and
strict scrutiny of these wonderful experiences I can arrive at no other
conclusion than that there was no trace of trickery in any form ; nor was
them in the room any mechanism or machinery bv which could be pro
duced the phenomena which had taken place. The ordinary mode by
which Maskelyne and other conjurers imitate levitation or, the floating
test could not possibly be done in the room in which we were
assembled.”
The Testimony of Professor Jaoobir
Professor Jacobs, writing to the editor of Licht, mchr Licht, April
iOth, 1881, in reference to phenomena which occurred in Paris through
the Brothers Davenliott, said:—
“ Spite of the assertiom^more or less trustworthy, of the French and
English journalists, and spite of the foolish jealousies of ignorant con
jurers, I feel it my duty to show up the bad faith of one party and the
chicanery of the other. All that has been said or done adverse to these
American mediums is absolutely untrustworthy. If we would, rightly
judge of a thing we must understand it, and neither the journalists nor
the conjurers pMsewied the most elementary knowledge of the science
that governs these phenomena. As a prestidigitator of repute, and a
sincere Spiritualist, I qfirm that the medianimic facts demonstrated by
the two brothers were absolutely true, and belonged to the Spiritualistic
order of things in every respect.
“Messrs. Kobin and Robert Houdin, when attempting to imitate these
■aid facts, never presented to the public anything beyond an infantine
and almost grotesque parody of tne said phenomena, and it would be
only ignorant and obstinate persons who could regard the questions
seriously as set forth by these gentlemen. If (as I have every reason to
hopi^) the psychical studies, to which I am applying myself at this time,
succeed, I shall be able to establisn clearly, and that by public demon
stration, the immense line of demarcation which se]>arates mediumistic
phenomena from conjuring proper, and then equivocation will lie no
longer possible, and persons will have to yield to evidence, or deny
■
through predetermination to deny......................
“ Following the data of the learned chemist and natural philosopher, I
Mr. W. Crookes, of London, I am now in a position to prove plainly, ■
and by purely scientific methods, the existence of a ‘psychic force ’ in !:
mesmerism, and also the individuality of the spirit in ‘ spiritual manifes- I
tation.’ I authorise you, dear sir, to insert this letter iu your next |
number, if agreeable to you,” &c.,&c.

[October 17, 1885.

Testimony of Samuel Bellachini.
Samuel Bellachini, Court Conjurer at Berlin, made the following
declaration in December, 1877 :—
“I hereby declare it to be a rash action to give decisive judgment upon
the objective medial p>erfonnance of the American medium, Mr. Henry
Slade, after only one sitting and the observations so made. After I had,
at the wish of several highly esteemed gentlemen of rank and jxisition,
and also for my own interest, tested the physical mediumship of Mr
Slade, in a series of s: tings by full daylight, as well as in the evening in
his bedrixim, I must, for the sake of truth, hereby certify that the
ppenomenal occurrences with Mr. Slade have been thoroughly examined
by me with the minutest observat n and investigation of his surround
ings, including the table, and that I have not in the smallest degree found
anything to be produced by means of prestidigitative manifestations, or
by mechanical apparatus ; and that any explanation of the experiments
which took place under the circumstances and conditions then obtaining
by any reference to prestidigitation is absolutely impossible. It must
rest with such men of science as Crookes and Wallace, in London;
Perty, in Bernie; Butlerof, in St. Petersburg, to search for the explana
tion of this phenomenal [■'wer, and to prove its reality. I declare,
moreover, the published opinions of laymen iw to the ‘ How ’ of this
subject to be premature, ana, according to my view and experience, false
and one-sided. This, my declaration, is signed and executed before a
notary and witnesses.
“Berlin, December Gth, 1877.
(Signed) Samvel Bellachixi.”

ADVICE TO INQUIRERS.
The Conduct of Clrdei.—By “ M A. (Oxon.).”
If you wish to sec whether Spiritualism is really only jugglery and
imposture, try it by l>rntonal experiment.
If you can get an introduction to some experienced Spiritualist, on
whose good faith you can rely, ask him for advico; and, if he is holding
private circles, seek [>ermiision to attend one to see how to conduct
stances; and what to expect.
There is, however, difficulty in obtaining access to private circles,
and, in any case, you must rely chiefly on rxprririlcrt in your own family
circle, or amongst your own friends, all tttangrrt being excluded. The
bulk of Spiritualists have gaitied conviction thus.
Form a circle of from four to eight piersons, half, or at least two, of
negative, passive temperament, and preferably of the female sex, the
rest of a more pj>sltivr type
Sit, positive and negatbe alternately, secure against , disturbance, in
rabdueq light> and m comfortable and unconstrained ^Motions, round an
uncovered table of convenient size. Place the palms of the hands flat
upon its uppier surface. The hands of each sitter need not touch those
of his neighbour, though the practice is frequently adopted.
Do not concentrate attention too fixedly on the expected manifesta
tions. Engage in cheerful but not frivolous conversation. Avoid dis
pute or argument. Scepticism has no deterrent effect, but a bit ter spirit
of opposition in a person of drtrtmlnrd will may totally stop or decidedly
impede uauifettatiout. If conversation flags, music is a great help,
if it be agreeable to all, and not of a kind to irritate the sensitive ear.
Patience is rttrutial, and it may be ueoestaty to meet ten or twelve
times, at short intervals, before anything occurs. If after such a trial
you still fail, form a fresh circle. Guess at the reason of your failure,
eliminate the inharmonious rlrurnts, and introduce others. An hour
should be the limit of an unsuccessful sraucr.
The first indications of tuccrtt usually are a cold breeze passing over
the hands, with involuntary twitchings of the hands and arms of some of
the tittrtt, and a sensation of throbbing iu the table. These indications,
at first so slight as to cause doubt as to their reality, will usually develop
with more or less rapidity.
If the table moves, let your pressure be so gentle on its surface that
you are sure you are not aiding its motions. After some time you will
probably find that the movement will continue if your hands are held
over, but not in contact with, it. Do not, however, try this until the
movement is assured, and be in no hurry to get messages.
When you think that the time has come, let some one take command
of the circle and act as spokesman. , Explain to the unseen IuteU^^ulr
that an Agreed code of signals is desirable, and ask that a tilt may be
given as tin alphabet is slowly rep seated at the several letters which form
the word that the Iutrlllgrucr wishes to s|>ll. It is convenient to use a
single tilt for No, three for Yes, and two to express doubt or un
certainty.
When a satisfactory communication has been established, ask if you
are rightly placed, and if not, what order you should take. After this,
ask who the Intelligence purports to be, which ,of the oom|a^ny is the
medium, and such relevant questions. If confusion occurs, ascribe it to
the difficulty that exists in directing the movements at first with
exactitude. ’Patience will remedy this, if there be a real desire on the
part of the Intelligence to speak with you. If you only satisfy yourself
at first that it is possible to speak with an Intelligence separate from
that of any person present, you will have gained much.
The signals may take the form of raps.
If so, use the same code of
signals, and ask as the raps become clear that they may be made on tho
table, or in a p>art of the room where they are demonstrably not produced
by any natural means, but avoid any vexatious imposition of rettrictlont
on free communication. Let the Intelligence use its own means ; if the
attempt to communicate drtrrvrt your attention, it probably has
something to say to you, and will re^nt being hampered by utrlrtt
interference. It rests greatly with the sitters to make the manifestations
elevating or frivolous and even tricky.
Should an attempt be made to entrance the medium, or to manifest
by any violent methods, or by means of form manifestations, ask that
the attempt may be deferred till you can secure the presence of some
rxl>rrirncrd Spiritualist. If this request is not heeded, discontinue tha
sitting. The process of developing a ttancr■-mrdium is one that might
disconcert an inexperienced inquirer. Increased light will check noisy
manifestations.
Lastly. Try the results you get by the light of Reason. Maintain
a level head and a clear judgment. Do not believe everything you are
told, for though the gread unseen world contains many a wise and
discerning spirit, it also has in it the accumulation of human folly,
vanity, and enw ; and this lies nearer to the surface than that which is
wise and good. Distrust the free use of great names. Never for a
moment abandon the use of your reason. Do not enter into a very
solemn investigation in a spirit of idle curiosity or frivolity. Cultivate
a reverent desire for what is pure, good and true.
You mil be repaid
if you gain only a well-grounded conviction that there is a life sifter
death, for which a pure and good life before death is the best and wisest
preparation.
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